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Introduction

theory,suchas the studyof
It is valuable whendealingwitha non-linear
minimalsubmanifolds,to have available a large collectionof examples for
referenceand insight. One purposeof this paper is to develop a simple but
fruitfulprocedurefor constructingsuch examples for the studyof minimal
surfacesin spheres.
The procedureis of particularinterestbecause it shows that even the
simplestclass ofobjects,minimalsurfacesin the euclidean3-sphere,is richly
endowed. It will be proventhat everycompactsurface but the projective
plane (which is prohibited)can be minimally immersedinto S3. Moreover,
everycompact,orientablesurfacecan be minimally imbeddedin S3, and if
the genus of the surface is notprime the imbeddingis not unique. It will
furthermorebe shownthat thereexist algebraic minimal surfaces in S3 of
arbitrarydegree.
Minimalsurfacesin spheresare related by means of the tangent cone
constructionto the study of isolated singularitieson 3-dimensionalminimal
varietiesin euclideanspace. Formingthe cones in R4 over the surfacesin S3
mentionedabove shows that isolated singularities of everytopologicaltype
ofR4. The exceptionis thatthe
butone can occuron minimal hypersurfaces
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linkof the tangentcone cannotbe an immersedprojectiveplane.
Each of the surfacesconstructedhas a large groupof symmetries.This
makes it possible to prove that for each set of integers m, k, n, r > 1
where (n, r) = 1, there exists a compact orientable surface of genus
(m - 1)(k - 1) + (n - 1)mkminimallyimbeddedin the lens space La,7,and
for each set of integersm, n, r > 1 wherem is odd and (2n, r) = 1, there
existsa compact,non-orientablesurfaceofEuler characteristic1 - m(n -1
minimallyimbeddedin L2Xr Moreover,for eachpair ofintegersm, n where
2/mnthereexistsa compactsurfaceof Euler characteristicm(l - (1/2)mn)
minimally imbeddedin S3/D* whereD* denotesthebinarydihedral group
of order4n.
To each completeminimalsurfacein S3 thereis associateda 1-parameter
familyof complete,locallyisometricsurfacesof constantmean curvaturein
3-dimensionalspace formsof curvature <1
each of the simply-connected,
(? 12). Using this theoremand a principleof reflection
dualitywe give a procedureforexplicitlybuildingcompleteconstantmean curvaturesurfacesin
R3. In particularwe constructtwo complete,doublyperiodicones without
self-intersections.
The second part of the paper is devotedto the developmentof a theory
for compact minimalsurfaces in S3. This theoryis disjoint fromthat of
E. Calabi [3], [4] since his pseudo-holomorphic
immersionslie essentiallyin
even-dimensional
spheres.
A compactminimalsurfaceis viewedas a conformalimmersion
A: k S3where 9kis a compactRiemannsurface. Fundamentalequations for * are
derived,and the Hopf-Almgren
holomorphicformis definedand interpreted
geometrically(Prop. 1.5). The metricson minimalsurfacesin S3 are characterized (Th. 8), and ruled minimalsurfacesare classified(Prop. 7.2). Associatedpolarand bipolarminimalimmersions
are defined,
and theirrelationships
to the geometryofthe surfaceand the nullityof the immersion
are discussed.
for
minimal
in
surfaces
S3
are
Two reflection
principles
established. A conjugate minimalsurfaceis defined,and a principleofreflection
dualityis proved.
I want to express particularthanks to R. Ossermanfor his advice and
in the development
ofthiswork. I wishalso to thankE. Calabi
encouragement
forseveralveryinformative
conversations.
1. Differentialgeometricpreliminaries
Let S3 = {x e R4: Ix I= 1}. By a 2-dimensional
submanifold
ofS3 we shall
mean a conformalimmersion
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of someRiemannsurfacefR. The existenceof conformal(isothermal)coordicomnates and a 2-sheetedorientablecoveringsurfacemakes this definition
pletelygeneral. The function* will always be consideredas R'-valued with
122

-1

Let z
1(a/axl

-

=

xl + ix2 be a local complex coordinate on Rk and set a =

ia/x2). Then the metricinducedby * has the form
ds2 = 2FI dz

(1.1)

2

and its Gauss curvatureK is given by
K =-F

(1.2)

a

log F.

The vector-valuedsecondfundamentalformcan be expressedas
(1.3)

-Bi

=ij

k

1

2F <*ijl

k>+k

-

2Fbij*

where<a *> is the innerproductin R4. Choosinga unit normalvector field
r

(tangent to

(1.4)

S3)

we set

1ij = <Bjj, a>

21
2F

1A

A

*2

A 1i

and recall that fi satisfiesthe Gauss curvatureequation
(1.5)

4F2(1

-

K)

=Ca12

-1122

and the Weingartenequations
(1.6)

-X;

1

2F Eklikrk

(The field( is consideredR4-valuedin the natural way.)
The immersion* is called minimal if trace(B) _ 0. This conditionis
equivalentto the equation
(1.7)

=F*

and to the fact that * representsan extremalof the area integral.
Our firstobservationis
LEMMA 1.1. If * is minimal, then fris a real analytic mapping.
PROOF. Since * is conformalit is also an extremal of the spherical

Dirichletintegral(4.3). Hence the representationof - in stereographiccothe necesssaryconditions
ordinatesforS3 satisfiesequation (4.4) whichfulfills
(1.10.8") for[15,Th. 1.10.4 p. 34]. The resultfollows.
The value of conformalparameterizations
forminimalsurfacesis the following.
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formGO = 9dz2 where
LEMMA1.2. If * is minimal, thenthedifferential
1
2

(1.8)

9=2(fl22-il12)=

.

i

12

A

a

A

A

A2

is holomorphicon A.
PROOF. Since * is conformaland <A, A> = 1 we have
<K

aik*,8t+><=

(1.9)

are>

kl,

=0

for 1 <

k+ i< 3

8> = F,
(1)<8
where<., .> is extendedcomplexlinearly. It followsthat
<as

1 +Aak A a A

iF
?>F

&21k)2

-

k> <*Y, a>

<*9 5y>

<*k

a21k>

*1+> <as) a,2>
F2 <a*1 1> <ar a+> <ak
F 22>
<a2ft A2>
*1
*> <a2ft a*> <aft
~~~~~<a2ft

From (1.7) and (1.9) above we then have 8<a2*k,a2>
-2<a(Fk), a21> = 0, and the lemmais proved.

=

2<a(a5*),a2*>

Remark 1.3. Correspondingto the vector-valuedsecond fundamental
form(1.3) we definecp I (B, - iB12). Then
F F a+1
( )

(1.10)
and it can be shown [13] that
(1.11)

a3D

- (1 - K)Fa1

.

Equations (1.10) and (1.11) generalizeto minimalsurfacesin SX and give a
on any such surface.
formQ = <K, 1P>dz4
holomorphic
Observenow that if 1 is minimal,the Gauss curvatureequationbecomes
(1.12)

F2(1

-

K) = I(p

12

gives
This immediately
LEMMA1.4. The Gauss curvatureK of a minimal surfacein S3 satisfies
K ? 1, and K = 1 precisely at theisolated zeros of the holomorphicdifferential o.

Let fRbe compactand of genus g. If g = 0, then o = 0 and 1 mustbe
totallygeodesic. If g > 1, then c has exactly 4g - 4 zeros to multiplicity.
of these zeros. For each
Using (1.12) we can give a geometricinterpretation
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p e Skwe let Sp denote the geodesic 2-sphere which is tangent to the immersed
surface at +(p) (i.e., tangent to the image of a small neighborhood of p), and
we let P, denote the linear subspace of R4 such that Sp = P, f S3. The order
of contact Opof * with Sp at p is the largest integer k such that Pp contains the
k-jet of * at p. Of course, Op > 1. We define the degree of spherical flatness
of * at p to be dp = Op-1.
PROPOSITION1.5. Let +: Ag- S3 be a minimal immersion where R2 is
compact and of genus g. Then
(a) (F. Almgren) If g
0, the immersion is totally geodesic.
(b) If g > 1, then Y'pe dp = 4g-4.
In particular if g > 1, there must be points where K = 1.
PROOF. Part (a) was proved above. For part (b) we assert that dp = order
of the zero of o at p. Observe that Pp is spanned by the vectors A(p), *1(p)
and *,(p), and thereforeOp = k if and only if

+(p) A * (p) A* 2(p) A

(p)
axpax~

0

for 0< i + j? Ik. From the fact that 1811= -1822 the assertion and the Proposition follow easily.
We now make an observation which will be relevant later on.
COROLLARY1.6. It is impossible to immerse minimally the real projective plane into S3.
Remark 1.7. It was shown in [4] that small neighborhoods of p on the
surface are divided by Sp like a pie into exactly (2dp + 4) wedge-like regions.
For the surfaces constructed later this will be a useful means of calculation.
2. Algebraic surfaces
Associated to every minimal surface *:
face in R4 given by
C*(2)

SI3 is the cone over that sur-

= J{t*(p):p e ARand t > 0} .

It is not difficultto see that * is minimal in S3 if and only if C*(9k) is an
immersedminimal submanifoldaway fromthe origin. The surface * is called
algebraic if C*(Rk) is a homogeneous polynomial variety in R4. In what follows, algebraic surfaces in S3 will be designated by the defininghomogeneous
polynomial. As shown in [9], an algebraic surface p = 0 is minimal if and only
if

(2.1)

ApI Vp

12-

Vp'HVp =_0

(modp)
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where H is the hessian matrix of second derivatives of p.
One importantexample of an algebraic minimal surface is the flat Clifford
torus given by
(2.2)

X1X2 + X3X4

=

0.

This is the unique algebraic minimal surface of degree 2 and is characterized
even locally as the only (non-totally-geodesic) minimal surface of constant
curvature in S3 [12].
3. The reflection principle
Let y be the geodesic in S3 = {(x1, X2, X3, X4) e R4: Ix = 1} given by x3 =
;4 = 0, and let S be the great 2-sphere given by X4 = 0.
S3
Definition. By geodesic reflection across y we mean the map r,: S3
where
r(X1,

X2, X3, X4)

=

(X1, X2, -X3,

-X4)

By geodesic reflection across S we mean the map rs:
rs(x1,

X2, X3, X4) =

(x1

X2, X3, -X4)

S-

S3

where

.

These maps can be interpretedas sending a point p to its "opposite" point
on a geodesic through p which meets y (or S) orthogonally.
PROPOSITION3.1. Let M be a minimal surface which is of class C2 at
the boundary AM. Then
(a) If AM contains a geodesic arc y, M can be continued as an analytic
minimal surface across each non-trivial component of AMn y by geodesic
reflection.
(b) If part of AM lies in a geodesic 2-sphere S and if M is orthogonal
to S there, then M can be continued as an analytic minimal surface across
each non-trivial component of AMn S by geodesic reflection.
PROOF. For part (a) let y be given by X3 = X4 = 0 and choose p in the
interior of AM n y. There is a conformal map N: A+
S3 where a+ =
{(x, y) c R2: X2 + y2 < 1 and y > 0} such that: T is a regular representation of
M (and of AM) in a neighborhoodof p, T(O, 0) = p and T3(x, 0) = T4(X, 0) = 0
(15, p. 366]. Since T is minimal we have
-

Ae

(3.1)

-<VaT,

VT>T

over a
We now extend T to the entire unit disk /v by setting Tk(x, y)
(1)[kI3]Tk(x
-y); k = 1, * **, 4. ClearlyTk C C(^) foreach k, and using the
minimal surface equation quickly shows that Tk C C2(A) for k = 3, 4. It is

also immediatethat Tkxi

Tkxx

and Tkyy c C(^) fork = 1, 2. We now assert
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0 on y = 0. Since <T, P>

that Tj=2
<N, 1x>

=T1T,.

+ T2T2,.

=

<TP

TY>
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1 we have
=

1T1,

+ T2T2,Y

0

Furthermore,T2 +
,lT 12> 0 for almost all x when y 0. Hence,
on y = 0 we have Tk,y = Tk,xy = 0 fork = 1, 2, and thereforeT E C2(A.; S3).
It followsthat T satisfies(1.7) in a, and thereforebyLemma1.1 it is analytic
in a.
Part (b) is immediate.
Note. Analogousreflection
principlescan be formulatedand proved for
minimalsurfacesin R3 and in hyperbolic3-space.
4. The construction procedure

We shall now discuss a general methodof constructingcomplete,nonsingularminimalsurfacesin S3 and thenuse the procedure(in ?? 6, 7, and 8)
to generatespecificfamiliesof compactsurfaces.
Let IFbe a geodesicpolygonin S3 having vertices vo, v1,..., v = voand
edges y0,y1y..., ya = yo0such that foreach i, yt meets ,-1 in vtat an angle of
the formw/(ki+ 1) whereki is a positiveinteger.
Beforeproceedingwe shall needsometerminology.If v and 3are distinct
geodesicswhichmeetin S3, we denoteby S(y, () the unique geodesic2-sphere
containingy U 6. S(b, a) is said to bounda subsetX of S3 ifX is containedin
by S(-, a). For each i we denote
one ofthetwo closedhemispheres
determined
by Ni the geodesic perpendicularto S(7i-1,yi) at vi. I7 is then called proper
if foreach i, it is boundedeitherby S(-i1, Ni) or by S(yi,N).
By the convexhull of r (cf. [14]) we mean the set

e(1) = n

{H: H is a closed hemispherecontaining '} .

If 17c&(17), 17is called convex. We then set
5, = {S: S is a geodesic 2-sphere in S3 such that

s n 17has at least fourcomponents.}.
Finally,we denoteby A the closed unit disk in the plane.
Throughoutthe followingthe polygon17is assumedto be a proper,convex
curve satisfyingthe following:
(A) 17lies in an open hemisphereof S3.
(B) For each p E Cj(1) thereis a geodesic2-sphereSp containingp such
that Sp or.
(C) Wheneverone of the pair S(-i1, Ni), S(-i, Ni) fails to bound 1, we
have ki = 1.
A
in
A whichis differentiable
(D) Thereexistsa continuousmap w:6(r)
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6(F)0 and carries IF monotonically onto Dz such that for each S E 3r the differential of the map w j S n en(o) is everywhere of rank 2.
Remark 4.1. Since r is convex we have that foreach i there is a geodesic
2-sphere S containing yt which bounds r.
Let P: A v S3 represent Morrey's solution to the Plateau problem for
r [15, p. 389] and set 'DR, = PA). T is continuous on a, analytic and almost
conformalin A', represents r (in the sense of Frechet) on 8a, and minimizes
the Dirichlet and area integral among all maps in C(zA;S3) n H21(z; S3) which
represent 1 on aA.
By [14, Th. 2] we have that T(Az) c e(17). Condition B together with
[14, Th. 4] shows that P is non-singular (i.e., free of branch points) in A'.
Condition D, Theorem 4, and a standard monodromy argument show that T
is one-to-onein AO. Hence T conformally imbeds AOinto 6(1)0 c S3.
It is well known that T must be one-to-one on Dz (by arguments similar
to [5, pp. 63-64]). Moreover, the recent results of S. Hildebrandt [8] show that
T is analytic (in two variables) at each point of the boundary which is
mapped to the interior of an analytic sub-arc of 1. Hence T is analytic on
DzAexcept possibly at the points correspondingto the vertices of r.
The idea now is to extend this surface by reflectionacross its geodesic
boundary arcs. Fix i, 1 < i < n, and let 3sbe the pre-image of y1 in 8A. By a
conformal mapping carry T into the upper half disk A+ such that 3t corresponds to the arc y = 0. Since P is analytic and one-to-one on 3j, Proposition
3.1 shows that reflection across 3t defines an analytic continuation of T
throughout all of /v.
0
We need now to check that there are no points in ai where j VPT
(i.e., no branching takes place on id). Fix (x, 0) e 3? and choose a small disk
Bcii? centered at (x, 0). By Remark 4.1 above we can finda geodesic 2-sphere
S D yt which divides S3 into hemispheres H+ and H- such that T(zA+) c H+.
By [14, Th. 2] we have that T(int (A+)) c int(H+) and T(int (A-)) c int (H-)
(A- = A, A+). It follows that T(aB) n S consists of exactly two points, and
therefore applying [14, Th. 4a] to the surface P IB: B
S3 shows that
Vet I O at (x,O).
It is now clear that the surface DR,, constructed above, can be analytically continued as a non-singular minimal surface across each of its boundary
arcs -a, ..., y by geodesicreflection.
Each reflection map rrk: S3
S3 is an isometry. Hence any reflected
image of 'DR, can itself be reflectedabout its boundary arcs, and those images
in turn reflected,etc. If we successively reflect2ki + 2 times at the vertex vi
-
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we returnto the originalsurfaceOR,. Hence the indefinite
reflection
process
generatesa nice analytic surface near vi witha possiblesingularityat vi itself.
We shall show that the surfaceso producedis in fact non-singularat vi.
Reflecting9R, ki-timesat vi producesa surfaceOiR+whichis boundednear vi
by an unbrokengeodesic arc a, and the total surfacenear vi is obtainedby
reflecting
AR+across y. Let T+:A+ S3 be a conformal,
analyticparameterizationof91t+whichmaps the interval[-1, 1] of the x-axis ontoy with (0, O)
goingto vi. T+ is analyticon [-1, 1] except possiblyat (0, 0) and is at least
continuousthere. Extend P+ to a map P*: A S3 by reflection
acrossa.
-

LEMMA4.2. T* is analytic at (0, 0).
PROOF. The surfaceOR* = T*(A) consistsof 2ki + 2 reflectedimages of
Otr.

Since OR, was minimizing we have an isoperimetric inequality for OTLP

whichcan be extendedto ORby raisingthe constant. That is, thereexists a
constantC such that
(4.1)

Area (D) < C[length(&D)J2

forany domainD on OR*.
Let R3 be a systemof local coordinatesforS3 obtained by stereographic
projectionfromthe point -va. The metricin these coordinateshas the form
(4.2)

ds2 = (

4X

1

dX

(1 + IXl2)211

2

whereX = (XI, X2, X3) and IX I denotesthe euclideannorm. The Dirichlet
integralforany SI-valued functionJD
definedin a plane domainD and representedin these coordinatesis written
(4.3)

9)(QID) = 55(1

+

122

VD 12d2dy

.

then9(0, D) = 2 x (area integralof (P
Note that if JDis almost conformal,
over D).
RepresentA* in these coordinates. Then using (4.1) above and replacing
to the metric
the length,area and Dirichletintegralsby those corresponding
(4.2), we can followpreciselythe argumentin [7, ? 4] to showthat thereexist
constantsK and A,independentof r and R, with 0 < a < 1, such that
( 1 ) T* is a-Hbldercontinuousin A (in particular,at (0, 0)).
(2) For any p e A and any r, R with O < - < R we have
p
J9(T* B7(p)) < K( )r T(T*, BR(p))
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where Bp(p) = {qezA: Ip - q < p}.
Over domains in A which parameterize domains on 'DR, or one of its
images, T* minimizes the integral D. Since T* is analytic except possibly at
(0, 0), it represents a weak solution in A to the equations
(4.4)

ax(1

9
+

I T*

12)2

a
+ v*a

ay (I +

(*

+2 I~*2
A*
) v*a
+

IT*

12)3

However, this system satisfies the conditions (1.10.8") in [15, p. 33]. Combining this fact with (1) and (2) above we can use the work of Ladyzenskaya
and Ural'tseva [15, p. 34] to conclude that T* is analytic at (0, 0).
Note. Similar methods can be used to show that if the angle of r at vt is
a rational multiple of w, indefinitereflection produces an analytically parameterized branch point at vi.
We are now in a position to apply the results of [14, ? 4].
LEMMA4.3. j VT*(0, 0) j # 0.
PROOF. Choose a small circular disk B c As centered at (0, 0) such that
T*(B) is contained in an open hemisphere. By [14, Th. 3] we know that if
I VT*(0, 0) I = 0, then forevery geodesic 2-sphere S containing vtwe have that
<v* I aB)-'(S) consists of at least four components. To prove the lemma we
shall findan S for which this set has only two points.
Suppose r is bounded by both S(7i1, Ni) and S(yt, N.). Then r lies in a
narrow lens-like region L determined by these hyperspheres. Moreover,
'R' c L'. Observe now that there is a tessellation of S3 by 2ki + 2 regions
congruent to L each of which meets Ni. When DR, is reflected at vi, each
distinct image lies in a differentone of these regions (with its interior in the
interior of the region). The surface 9T* meets the interfaces of the regions in
great circles which are parameterized one-to-one. It follows that if S
S(ryi,Ni), then (T* I aB) 1(S) consists of exactly two points.
def.
Suppose, on the other hand, that S(yi, Ni) = S. bounds r and ki = 1.
Since F is convex, there exists a geodesic 2-sphere S, D vi 1 which also bounds
r. S. and S1 are perpendicular and separate S3 into four disjoint, congruent
domains. It is not difficultto see that the interiors of each of the four images
of DR, reflectedat vi lie in differentdomains and that T*(B) meets S. U S, in
nicely parameterized great circular arcs. It follows that S. has precisely two
pre-images in aB and the lemma is proved.
We have now shown that indefinitereflectionof DR, produces a complete,
non-singular submanifold in S3 which we shall denote by Mr. In fact, if we
let G, be the subgroup of 0(4) generated by the reflections{rrk}>k,=: then
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Mr

= UgeGrg[9IOr]

In particular, if Gr is finite,then Mr is compact.
Conversely, let Hr = {g E GI,:g(tr)= Or}. Hr is a subgroup of the group
of symmetriesof r and hence is finite. Moreover, each coset of HF in Gr corresponds to a distinct image of Or under Gr. (Distinct images may intersect
but may not coincide.) Hence if Mr is compact, the volume of Mr (=Hausdorff2-measure of Mr) = [ord (G,)/ord(Hr)] x (volume of 911f),and G, is finite.
Summing up we have the following.
THEOREM1. To each proper convex polygon F in S3 having vertex angles
of the type w/(k+ 1), where k is a positive integer which depends on the
vertex, and satisfying conditions (A), (B), and (C) we have associated a complete, non-singular minimal submanifold Mr of S3 which contains IF. The
surface Mr is compact if and only if the group Gr generated by reflections
across the geodesic sub-arcs of IF is finite. If r further satisfies condition D,
then the fundamental region Or, which has boundary IF and generates Mr
under Gr, has no self-intersections.
Suppose now that Mr is compact and let K denote the Gauss curvature
functionon Or,. By the Gauss-Bonnet formula we have that
5t KdH2 = w[2
0'ar

~

-

~

i -_I

E=1
='ki

where H2 = Hausdorff 2-measure in S3. Consider Mr now as a point set in SI
rather than as an immersed manifold. Then the Gauss curvature K is well.
definedH2-almosteverywhere on Mr, and we see that
,KdH=2

L _
[2

ord (Hr)

ki-

However, Mr can be considered as the image of an immersionof a compact
manifoldMr (perhaps non-orientable) which is one-to-onealmost everywhere.
It is not difficultto see that the Euler characteristic X(MI*) is given by
=

This proves

2w,(Mr)

KdH2.

MI,

PROPOSITION 4.4.

(4.5)

X(Mr*)= ord

H) (1

2k)

Remark 4.5. To simplifythe group Gr it is sometimes useful to produce
a larger fundamental domain OR,,by making several reflectionsof Mr. We
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still have
Mr = {g(Otr): g e Gr}

and if we chooseD1r carefullythe group
Hr {= g e Gr: g(Or) = or}

may containa large normalsubgroupof Gr. Such observationscan lead to
in applyingformula(4.5).
drasticsimplifications
at vtconstitute
In this regardwe pointout thattwo successivereflections
a rotationof 2w/(k,+ 1) about N1.
of Mr in 0(4),
Remark 4.6. Let 9r be the fullgroup of self-congruences
and let Hc 9r be a finitesubgroupwhichacts freelyon S3. Then if M, is
imbedded in

S3,

MJ /H will be imbedded in S3/H.

5. Models for S3

Choosecoordinates(z, w) forC2(C = complexnumbers)and set
S3 = {(z, w) e C2: zJ2 ?+ Iwj I
1} .
If we view S3 in this context,the formulasfor many interestingalgebraic
surfacescan be simplified.For example,the Clifford
toruscan be written
Im (Z2 + W2) = 0 .

We now consider R3 with a distinguished set of coordinates (X1,

X2,

X3)

as a coordinatesystemforS3 obtainedby stereographicprojectionfromthe
point(z, w) = (0, -1). The metricin these coordinatesis given by (4.2).
The origin0
(0, 0, 0) correspondsto the "southpole" of the projection,
and the unitsphereS centeredat 0 correspondsto theequatorialhypersphere.
The geodesicsofS3 correspondto all straightlines through0, all great circles
of S, and all plane circles meeting S in antipodal points. The geodesic 2spheres of S3 correspondto all planes through0, the sphere S and every
euclideanspherewhichmeetsS in a great circleof S3.
We shall be particularlyconcernedwith the distinguishedgreat circles
C1 = X3-axisand C2 = {(X1, X2, 0): XI + X22= 1}. We shall assume that
C1 {(O, w) e C2:I w I =1}
(5.1)
C2

{(z, O) e C2: I z I= 1} .

6. The surfaces

$m,k

Let k and m be non-negativeintegersand choose pointsP1,P2e C1 and
Q1,Q2e C2 such that distance(P1,P2) = w/(k+ 1) and distance(Q1,Q2) =
7r/(m
+ 1). We definermk to be the polygonP1Q1P2Q2.(See Fig. 1.)
The convex hull of rmk is easily seen to be a geodesic tetrahedron
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(boundedby threeplanes and a spherein Figure 1) whose tesselationsgive a
ofS3, the 1-skeletonof whichcan be describedas folsimplicialdecomposition
lows. Continuethe subdivisionsofC1and C2intoequallyspaced pointsP1,***,
respectively.Let Cij be the great circlecontainingPi
Q2m+2
P2k+2 and Q1,*..,
and Qj. Then the 1-skeletonof the geodesictriangulationis
Skm,k = C1 U C2 U (UiCi Cij) .

All the polygonsbut Fm,0; m > 0, are containedin an open hemisphere.
However, under the above procedureeach 1m0Ois seen to producea geodesic
2-spherewithoutrecourseto involvedarguments. In view of this and the
assume that m > k > 1.
of Im, kin m and k we shall henceforth
symmetry
We firstobservethat Fmnkis proper,convex, and satisfiesconditions(A)
and (C) of ? 4. What may not be evidentis that Fm,,kalso satisfiesconditions
(B) and (D).
To check condition(B) consider the familyof great spheres passing
throughC1,i.e., the familyof planes passing throughthe X3-axisin Fig. 1.
For condition(D) we rotatelmk to a positionwherethe X3-axis becomes the
of Fnk Q1and Q2lie in the plane X3 = 0, and P1,P2
center line of symmetry
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lie in the set
{(0 X2, X3): X22 + XS, _=1

and

X3 > O}.

now lies on the union of two planes whose intersection is the X1-axis.
(See Fig. 3.) Let wr:R3 R2 be orthogonal projection onto the (X1, X2)-plane.
Then r I c(rFm,k)0 is a projection having the properties necessary for condition
(D).

rmk

-

/,~~~~~~~~~~k'

\,

Figure 2.

Hence, by Theorem 1, rn k is associated to a complete, non-singularminimal surface in S3 which we shall denote by dm,k*
6.1. The surface dmk is a compact orientable surface of
genus mk imbedded in S3.
PROOF. Since G.mk must leave Skm,kinvariant it is finiteand dm,k is compact. mnk can be explicitly constructed by firstreflecting the imbedded surface Mrrmk (2m + 2)-times at P, and then reflectingthe resulting configuration (k + 1)-times at Q1. The result is a compact, imbedded (hence orientable)
surface passing through a checkered array of tetrahedra comprising half the
simplices in the above triangulation of S3. The Euler characteristic %
can be computed by (4.5) as
PROPOSITION
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lX3

Figure 3.

+ 1)(m + 1) KmKdH2

-2(k

27UX(r,,k)

.

= 4w(1 - mk)
Alternatively,

one could

duced by reflecting OR
'DmRk

with the group

mk

begin

across P1Q1.
x

Zm,+

Zk~l

surface

with the fundamental

9ThR*

pro-

is then produced by acting on

em,k

by a: S3

generated

SI

S3 and b: S3

where
21ri

(6.1)

a(z, w) = (eTm+z, w)

(6.2)

b(z, w) =

2i i

Either

way the proposition

The surface
torus (2.2).
Using
surface
problem
Hence,

emO

In fact

for

s%,'

is just

the surface

developed

is unique

0 (recall

even

that m >

2-sphere,
1, described

in [13] one can show

from this construction;

rmJ

if k >

follows.

(any m) is the geodesic

techniques

arising

(z, ek+Iw)

among

that

$1,1 is the

of varying

that

$m,k

Clifford

in [11].
that

em,k

is, the solution

surfaces

k), we have

and

=m',k'

is the unique
to the Plateau

topological
if and

type.
only if
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m = m' and k =

k'.

The uniqueness of ORrmk furtherimplies that ORrm k must have the symmetries of rFik. These, of course, extend to all of $m,k. Hence, the group of
congruences of $m,k contains a subgroup generated by reflections across the

edges of rn

k

of rmk*
across the "planes" of symmetry
and reflections

A useful tool for computing this group of congruences of $m,k is the algebraic model surface mnkgiven by the equation (cf. ? 5)
(6.3)

Im

(zm+')

+

I W rm-k

Im

(Wk+l)

=

0

Each surface Em k contains Skm,k
{C1, C2} and can be generated by reflecting
the piece 2mk f C(rm k) about these geodesics. FurthermoreEm k has the

symmetries
of rmk.
It is easy to see that 2

O=

and

l=

.1 l.

However,

22,2

is not mini-

mal, and the authorconjecturesthat $2,2 is not algebraic.
Observe that by [14, Th. 4c] the Gauss curvature K of ORO is everywhere < 1. Applying the theorem to OR* shows that K < 1 on smooth subarcs of OR,7mk Hence, the zeros of the holomorphic form co defined by (1.8)
appear precisely at the points P1, *.., P2k+2 and Q1, *.. Q2m+2. By Remark 1.7
the order of the zero at Pi must be k - 1 and, at Qj, m - 1. It follows that
0) has 4mk - 4 zeros to multiplicity as required. The locus of these zeros,
the spherically flat points, is the set where the linked great circles C1 and C2
meet dm,k orthogonally.
One important conclusion fromall this is
THEOREM2. For each non-negative integer g there is a minimal imbedding of a compact orientable surface of genus g into S3. If g is not prime,
the imbedding is not unique.
7. The surfaces

zrnk

By taking differentHamilton circuits on the same family of geodesic
tetrahedra we can produce an entirely differentfamily of minimal surfaces.
Fix positive integers m and k and let P1, P2, Q1, Q2 be chosen as in ? 6.
We denote by rPmk the geodesic polygon P1P2Q2Q,. (Note. c(m ,k) = C(Fm k).
See Figure 4.)
Theorem 1 associates to r, a compact, non-singular minimal submanifold Zm,k = Mrnk which by formula (4.5) must have Euler characteristic zero.
Verificationof the hypotheses of Theorem 1 will be omitted, however, because
R2 , S3
Tm,k can be explicitly described by the doubly periodic immersion tik:
given by
(7.1)

Pm

k(X, y) = (cos mx cos y, sin mx cos y, cos kx sin y, sin kx sin y)
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It is clear fromthis representation that Zm,k = rm,k' (up to congruences)
if and only if there is some integer p such that m _ m' (mod p) and k _
k' (mod p). Hence we have a countable family of compact surfaces with the
following properties.
THEOREM 3. To each unordered pair of positive integers {m, k} with
(m, k) = 1 there corresponds a distinct, compact minimal surface Zm,k of
Euler characteristic zero in S3 given by (7.1). Moreover
(a) Tm,k is non-orientable (an immersed Klein bottle) if and only if
2/mk.
(b) Tm,k is real algebraic of degree m + k and satisfies the equation
Im

{ZkWm}

=

0

(cf. ?? 2 and 5).
(c ) Each Zm,k admits a distinct one-parameter group of self-congruences.
(d) Each zm,k is geodesically ruled.
(e) Area (mak) > 2rZmin {m, k}.
(f) z, is the Clifford torus and the only surface Zm,k without self-intersections.
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With this family we are able to answer a question of Wu-Yi Hsiang [9].
COROLLARY7.1. There exist algebraic minimal hypersurfaces of arbitrary degree

in S3.

In fact the hypersurfaces
Re .zk

...

n

Zkn}

S2n-1

C

S2n-1

C

1n

with (k,, * k,1c) = 1 are always minimal in S2n-1 (although not always
immersionsof non-singular varieties).
We note that the tori Tm,k are not the ones known to T. Otsuki [16] and
E. Calabi [11] because the self-congruencegroups are inequivalent.
PROOF OF THEOREM3. Suppose that 2/mk. Then either 2/mand we have
Y)

Tm,k(X,

=

+

Tm,k(X

A,

27c - y) or 2/k and Pm,k(X,

y)

In either case 4m,k immerses a Klein bottle.
To see the converse of this we firstobserve that

=

zm,k

Pmk(X

+

7A, 7r -

is invariant under

S3 of S1 on S3 given by

the action $D: S3
(7.2)

$D,(z,

w)

=

t

(eimtz, eiktW)

X

R

In fact zm,k is just the union of the orbits meeting the curve y (cos y, 0,
sin y, 0). These orbits are mutually distinct fory X [0, i), and if 2Xmkthey are
distinct for y X [0, 2ir). Parts (a) and (c) follow.
Observe that P1,, is the only imbedding. In all other cases the immersion
cuts itself m and k times respectively in the distinguished great circles C1 and
C2, (5.1), which are the exceptional orbits of the action (7.2).
From the immersion(7.1) we see that the curves y Pm,k(X, y) forany x
are geodesics on S3. This gives part (d). Parts (b) and (f) are straightforward. Part (e) follows fromthe fact that the metric induced by 4m,k has
the formds2 = (M2 cos2y + k2sin2y)dx2 + dy2. This completes Theorem 3.
We now show that the fact that zm,k is ruled characterizes the surface.
PROPOSITION7.2. Every ruled minimal surface in
manifold of one of the surfaces OR, given by
T(x, y)

=

S3

is an open sub-

(cos ax cos y, sin ax cos y, cos x sin y, sin x sin y)

for some a > 0.
PROOF. Let OR be a ruled minimal surface in S3 C R4 and choose a curve
y on oR which cuts the family of great circles on OR orthogonally. Consider
y as a curve in R4 with y l = 1. Then the great circle of OR passing through
v(t) is given by 8 v(t) cos 8 + v(t) sin 8 where v(t) is a curve in R4 satisfying
(i)

1v1=1,
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(iii) <a, Y'> = 0 (and, therefore,<v', 7> = 0).
Hence OR is described locally by *(t, 8) = v(t) cos 8 + v(t) sin 8 and the induced
metric is ds2 = A dt2 + dO2where
A =

y' 2cos20 + 2<y', /> cos sin8 + Il>' 2sin2'0

In these coordinates the minimal surface equation (1.7) has the form

(I

2

A at2

+?

2

&82

+

A

a

2A 81

= -2*

which reduces to the following pair of equations
,t>>O
12y?+ <yf

(7.3)

7f'?+ I

(7.4)

2)"?+ I VI 12

0

+ <y, V>,y=O 0
)?

It follows immediately that <y", y'> = <Y", VI> = <v", ,I'> = <v",IV> = 0
y 12, 1VI 12 and <a', V/> are constant.
and thereforeeach of the functions a'
If we replace 8 by 80 + 8' and write *,(t, 8') = al(t) cos 8' + vp(t) sin 8',
then the functions y, = y cos 80 + v sin 80 and v, = y sin80+ v cos 8" also satisfy
equations (7.3) and (7.4) and conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). For the proper choice
of 80we have <V,, 7l> 0. By a linear change of the variable t we get l 1
2

and I VI

12

a2

=

constant.

It is now straightforwardto show that in a properly chosen orthogonal
basis for R4 71(t) = (cos t, sin t, 0, 0) and v,(t) = (0, 0, cos at, sin at), and the
proposition is proved.
Remark 7.3. It has been noted that the surface zm,k is invariant under
a compact group of isometries of S 3. In a forthcomingpaper by Wu-Yi Hsiang
and the author [10] the compact minimal surfaces in S3 which are invariant
under non-trivial, connected groups of isometries of SI are classified. For
groups of dimension greater than one the only possibilities are the geodesic
2-sphere and the Cliffordtorus. However, for each compact group of dimension one, there exists a countably infinitefamily of surfaces.
8. The surfaces

72m,k

We shall now construct a family of non-orientablesurfaces. Fix integers
ml k > 1 and choose points P1, P2, Q1, Q2 as in ? 6. We shall denote by Ym,k the
(four-sided) polygon P2Q2P1(- Q2)Q1as shown in Figure 5.
An apparent obstruction to applying Theorem 1 to this polygon is that
condition (A) does not hold. This condition was assumed in order to use the
theorems of [14, ?? 3 and 4]. However, by using [14, Prop. 1] and the fact
that there is a closed hemisphere H containing 7Ym,k with H nfYm,k = {Q2, -Q2}
all the results of these sections can easily be shown to hold for area minimiz-
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1

M+1

~

~

~

k+

Figure 5.

ing surfaceswithboundaryeYm,k* Hence we need only verifyconditions(B)?
(C), and (D).
Withreferenceto Figure 5 the convexhull ofY/m,k can be describedas the
set boundedby the planes X1 = 0 and X3 = 0 and by the spherewhichcontains P2 and meets X3 = 0 in the circle X12+ X22-1. Considerationof the
familyof planes throughthe X2-axisquicklyestablishescondition(B).
Condition(D) can be verifiedas follows. Project S3 stereographically
from
the point-Q2 and choosecoordinateson R3 so that Q2P2lies on the X3-axis,
Q1-Q2)lies on the X2-axis,and Q2P1(-Q2) is mappedontothe plane X2 = 0.
(See Fig. 6.) Let A' be the closure in S3 of the positive quadrant of the
(X1, X2)-plane. We definea map X2:(Ymk)
A' by projecting (Ymk)
{ -Q2}
ontothe (X1,X2)-planealong the X3-axisand settingo'(- Q2) = -Q2.
The map iZ is not continuousat- Q2. However, it is sufficient
forour
purposesto knowthat i: 9TCrmk is continuousat- Q2. This latterfactis true
and is provedas follows. Using Hildebrandt[8] and the methodsof ? 4 we
have that 9rm k is regularand analyticalong its smoothboundaryarcs and,
since the angle at- Q2 is ir/2,it is also regular and analytic at - Q2. Let
So = S(Q2P1, Q2Q1). In Figure 6, SO is represented by a plane passing through
the
StX2-axis. Let
be a geodesic hypersphere represented by another plane
the
X2-axis
which lies above SOwhen X1 is positive. The regularity
through
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P2

2

X2

xi~~~~~~~~~~~~x

Figure 6.

Q, implies that small neighborhoods of OR.mk at - Q2 will lie
betweenS0and S, in C(Ym,k). The continuityofi I OR.mk at - Q, followseasily.
of OR,,mk at-

To verify the rest of condition D for the map ir we make the following
observations.
(a) If S is a great 2-sphere of S3 such that S nYmk has four or more components, then S meets the interiorsof each of the fourgeodesic subarcs of Ym,k*
This follows fromthe fact that for any geodesic y of length < ir, either -rc S.
or -n s = {p}, or length (y) = 7rand y n s = {p, -p}.
( b ) Let S' be the image of a great 2-sphere in the stereographic coordinate systemabove, and set S+ = s' nf{x G R: X3> O}. Then S+ has a nonsingular perpendicular projection onto the (X1, X2)-plane if and only if S+ lies
in a hemisphere of S' (when S' is considered as a euclidean sphere in R3).
These facts make straightforward the proof that ir satisfies condition D
and thereforethat ORm k is an embedded disk.
For m = 1 and k arbitrary condition (D) is satisfied, but when m > 1, it
fails at the vertex P2. Nevertheless, for any m the methods of ? 3 show that
the extended surface at P, is analytically parameterized with a possible isolated drop in rank of the jacobian at P2. Furthermore, if for a neighborhood N
of P2 on the surface OR'm k the set N
{P2} can be shown to lie in the region
of C(Ym,k) where X1 cos (27/(m + 1)) - X2 sin (2i/(m + 1)) < 0 (again with
referenceto Figure 5), then the arguments of ? 4 will show that no branching
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can occur at P2. These necessary local bounds for

inductivelyby using Trm

k

Trmk

can be obtained

as a comparisonsurfaceforarmk*

In particular

we shall show that when the boundaries Ym-i,k and Ym,k are fittogether so that
their convex hulls coincide, the open surfaces OI' m_ and OR'h k are disjoint.
The fact that OTR
k (or equivalently 2m.-i,k) has a well-definedtangent plane
m-i
at P2 then provides the necessary local bound for 9rmk at P2.
The fact claimed above can be proved either by methods developed in [13]
or as follows. Let 9R and 9T' respectively denote the surfaces Tm
k and
ORrmk and suppose OT and OR' are situated so that C(a&T) = C(a9T').
Let
=
y
Then
is
union
the
of
which
arcs
intersect
exOR,n 9TO.
v
open analytic
actly at points of tangency of the surface. (If 91 and 91' are tangent at a
point p, then in a small neighborhood of p on OR the distance from OR to OR'
along the normal direction looks like a harmonic polynomial of degree >2.)
It is now possible to findcomponents @Dand ?D' of O1t - y and 9Th0'
respectively such that &8D= a&D'. This follows fromthe fact that the projection w discussed above simultaneously maps eR and 9R', each in a one-to-one
way, onto the disk A. If ?D0is any component of A' - r(Y), then @Dand @D'can
be chosen as the intersection of oR and DR' with r'(D0)
Assume y # 0. Thenw ny# 0. Let OuR"= (OR - A) U gD'and observe
that OR" again minimizes area for the boundary Ym1- k* However, due to the
isolated nature of the points of tangency of oR and DR' the surface 9Y must
meet the surface 9Th ~Dat an angle <ir almost everywhere along the "seam"
)D. By deformingthe surface slightly in a neighborhoodof one of these points
we can easily construct a parametric surface having boundary Ym-lk and area
strictly less than the area of DR. This contradicts the minimalityof OR. Thus
v = 0, which is what we were to prove.
Of course the methods of ? 4 already apply to the other vertices of 7m,k,
and it follows that indefinitereflectionof the surface Rrmk produces a complete, non-singularminimal submanifoldwhich we denote 12m,k. Since the generators of Gmk leave the graph Sknk invariant, we have that 12m,kis compact.
THEOREM4. To each ordered pair of positive integers (m, k), where k
is odd, there corresponds a compact, non-orientable minimal surface 12m,k

containingYm,k and having Euler characteristic1 - mk.
We recall that by Corollary 1.6 the real projective plane cannot be minimally immersed into S3. However, by Theorems 2 and 4 we have the following
THEOREM5. Every compact surface but the real projective plane can be
minimally immersed into S3. For orientable surfaces the immersions can
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be chosen without self-intersections.
PROOFOF THEOREM4. Let OR,,be the surface obtained by reflecting9TCmk
across the arc P2Q2. We observe as before that two successive reflections at
P2 (resp. Q2) constitute a rotation of 27r/(m+ 1) (resp. 27r/(k+ 1)) about C1
(resp. C2). These rotations are precisely the maps (a) and (b) given by (6.1)
and (6.2). They generate the subgroup Go = Zm+i X Zk+l of Gmk'
We now consider the subset 2' of '2m,k definedby
'2'

UgeGo g(9Ro) .

This set can also be constructed by reflecting rm Ik (2m + 2) times at P2 and
then reflectingthe resulting configurationk + 1 times at Q2.
Let ro, * **, r3 denote the reflectionsacross the geodesics containing P2Q2,
P2Q1,Q2P1(- Q2), and (- Q2)Q1, respectively. It is straightfowardto check that

(8.1)

rkark

(8.2)

rkbrk = b-

=

a-l

for k- 0, 1, 2.
We now show that 2' is invariant under ro,r, and r2. Since OROis invariant under ro, we have 2' = UgeGO go rJ(9O), and thus by (8.1) and (8.2) 2' is
invariant under r,. For r, and r2 we observe that
9to U r1(T0)
9to U r2(DT0)

TohU a(9TO)def
def.
U b(1t0) -OR2.
MOR

=
=

Hence '2' = U {g(190k);g X Go} for k = 1 or 2, and since ORk is rk-invariant,it
follows from(8.1) and (8.2) that 2' is also rk-invariant. Hence 2' is invariant
under the group G, generated by Go and the elements r., r,, rip
Since k is odd we have that r3 (= rotation of ir about C2) is an element of
Thus
G1 coincides Gm k, and therefore (2' = 72m,k. Further, it is evident
G0.
{g E Go: g(O1{0)= 9RO} is just the
that the subgroup H. of G. given by Ho
identity subgroup. Hence by Proposition 4.4 and Remark 4.5 the Euler characteristic X(02m,k)of 72m,k can be computed as
(m + 1)(k + 1) 5KdH2
2TZX(Ym,k)

2(m + 1)(k + 1)
-

2(1

-

)R m, k

KdH2

mk)

where K is the Gauss curvature function.
It remains to show that when X(72m,k) is even, 72m,k is still non-orientable.
This can be verifiedby considering a simple, non-contractible,closed curve on
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k) U N where N is a small neighborhood
the piece of surface OT.rmk U r3(rcrm
of Q2 on the surface ?7m,k. Any such circuit is orientation reversing. This
completes the proof.
Remark 8.1. It is possible to show that when k is even, the surface 2mk
is orientable and has Euler characteristic 2(1 - mk). To see this it is helpful
to note that r3 lies in the center of Grmki

9. Imbeddings into spherical space forms
The large groups of self-congruencesof the surfaces Mr make it possible
to construct minimal imbeddings of surfaces into many of the three-dimensional spherical space forms. It has been shown by T. Frankel [6] that if a
compact surface M can be minimallyimbedded into a space of the type S3/G,
M by a compact orientable surface M'
then there exists a covering p: M'
such that the sequence
1

G-

w1(M)-

>rw1(M')-*

1

is exact. There are several immediate consequences of this.
(a) If G # {e}, then M cannot be homeomorphicto S2.
(b) If G # Z2 then M cannot be the real projective plane.
( c ) If G is not abelian, then M is also not a torus. If, furthermore,G
does not have a subgroup RZ X Zm of index 2, then the Euler characteristic
of M is negative.
( d ) If M is non-orientable, then G has even order. (The group of orientation preserving paths at * has index 2 in wr,(M,*) and contains p*(w1(M,*)).)
Subject to these restrictions it is interesting to see how many imbeddings can
be achieved.
The basic observation is the following. Suppose M, is imbedded, and let
9r be the group of congruences of M, in S3. If 9, contains a subgroup H
which acts freely on S3 then the minimal surface M,/H is imbedded in the
space formS3/H.

Recall that the groupof congruencesof the surface dm-ik-l

in S3 corre-

sponds to the group of symmetriesin 0(4) of the equation
(9.1)

Im

(zm

+

IW

=

Im-kwk)

0.

Hence, foreach integer n such that n/(m, k) and for each r with (r, n) = 1 we
have that the surface dm-i k-i is invariant under the group Z?,generated by
the map

(9.2)

2ri

2rri

An r(z, w) = (e nz, e

n W) .

Under projection dmik-il covers a compact orientable minimal surface of genus
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(m - 1)(k - 1) + (n - 1)nk imbedded in the lens space Ln,7.
If we expressthe Clifford
torusas
(9.3)

.=

(ei, ei9) E C2: (0,

q) e RI}

we see that it is invariantunder An,,,for all n, r and covers a flat minimal
torusin Ln,r. Moreover,from(9.3) it is clear that z,,,is also invariantunder
the group Z4n generated by g: C2 C2 where g(z, w) = (aw, z) and a =evils .
This gives minimalimbeddingsof flat Klein bottlesinto the spaces L4n,,for
n > 1.
We now observethat foreach odd 1 > 1 the surface n
is invariant
under A2nr whenever (2n, r) = 1. Under projection

n

covers a surface

whichis non-orientable.(The geodesicjoiningQ, to Q2 on 9Thn,,
an orientationreversingloop.)
Combiningthe above we have

becomes

THEOREM6. For each set of integers n, r, m, k > 1 where (n, r)

1 there exists a compact orientable minimal surface of genus
(m - 1)(k - 1) + (n - 1)mk imbedded in the lens space Lnr. For each set
of integersn, r, 1 > 1 where(2n, r) = 1 and 1 is odd thereexists a compact,
non-orientableminimal surface of Euler characteristic 1- l(n - 1) imbeddedin L~n~r
Furthermorethereare minimal tori imbeddedin each space Lnr and
minimal Klein bottlesin each L4,,,.
By setting n = 2 and k = 1 and by recallingTheorem4 we get a result
forreal projectivespace RP3 analogous to those above forthe sphere.
COROLLARY9.1. Every compact,orientablesurfacebutthesphere(which
is prohibitedbyFrankel's theorem)can be minimally imbeddedinto RP3.
The immersionof RP2 is unique and one-to-one.
We nowconsiderspace formsarisingfromthe binarydihedralgroups,D*.
For each integern > 1, D* is a groupof order4n with presentation

An = B4 = 1, BAB-1 = A`
An = 1, An = B2, BAB-1 = A-'

if n is odd,
if n is even..

This groupcan be representedfreelyon S3 by defining
(Anz)

(e-zS

eyw)

(en z, e,,w)

if n is odd
if n is even

B(z, w) w=- i-r, i) .

the equationIm {z-mn
Considering

+

woe}

=

0 showsthat

mnm- is invariant
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under D* for each positive integer m such that 2/mn. Furthermore, the flat
torus (9.3) is also D* invariant. This gives
THEOREM7. For each integerm > 0 such that2/mnthereis a compact

minimal surfaceofEuler characteristicm(l - mn/2)imbeddedin S3/D*.
Note that whenever n = 4n', each of the surfaces 7mnni,mnni/D*
for odd
m is non-orientable.
Remark 9.2. For each non-homogeneous space form of the type S3/H
where H is a free representation of some Zu,x D* the same methods will
again produce imbeddings. One simply uses the representations found in [20,

p. 224].
10. Polar varieties
R4 representa surface in the sense of ? 1. The associated
Let A: R>-RI
Gamss map W*:fR S3 is definedpointwise as the image of the unit normal
in S3 translated to the origin of R4. In local coordinates
iF

(We identify A3 R4with R' by the *-isomorphism.) This definitionis a natural
generalization of the Gauss map forsurfaces in R3. For example, we still have
the "Weingarten equations" (1.6)(where ( = **), and we have that the relative curvature 1 - K I can be interpreted as the ratio of the induced volume
elements d V;./d V;. Moreover, it is possible to show that A* is conformal if

and onlyif * is minimal or parameterizesa constantcurvaturehypersphere
[13].
Assume that * is minimal. Since

(10.1)

a

=1

iF

A

A1A

F

where $D and q are given by (1.10) and (1.8) we have that <a&V*, D**>
(1 - K)F. Hence the metrics induced by
<a, a**> = 0 and <aD*,Ia*>=
* and * satisfy
ds2

1 - K.

Furthermore, equation (1.11) and the fact that $Dand 4 are complex linearly
dependent show that

(10.2)
and we quickly obtain

(1 -K)F*
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PROPOSITION10.1. The Gauss map of a minimal surface in S3 again
describesa minimal surfacein S3 with singularities occurringpreciselyat
the points where K= 1. The curvature of the gaussian image surface is
K* =-K/(1

-

K).

Hence, to each minimalsurfacein S3 the Gauss map associates a second
generalizedminimalsurface called the polar variety. It is easy to see that
takingthe Gauss map a secondtimeproducesthe originalsurface,i.e. '** *
A. Hence the Gauss map acts as a pairingof generalizedminimalsurfacesin
S3 whichis of particularinterestin the compactcase.
Observethateach pointp E fRwhereK = 1 correspondsto a branchpoint
on the polar variety of degree = 1 + (order of the zero of 1

K) = 1 + d".

-

Hence, by Proposition1.5 thepolar variety is non-singularif and only
if fRcoversa torusor a Klein bottle.
For any of the surfaces constructedby the methodsof ? 4, the polar
varietycan be explicitlyexhibited. The generalrule is as follows. Let F be
the geodesicpolygonused to constructMr. Using the surfaceO9R,choose a
unit normal vi to F at the vertex vi for 1 < i ? n. Consider 1, * , ),, as unit
vectorsin R4. Then 1, * * , ,p, naturallydescribea geodesicpolygonF* on S3.
+ 1) wherethe angle of F at vi is
The vertexangle of F* at vi will be wcki/(ki
r/(ki+ 1). Constructthe surfaceM?*. FromLemma 4.2 we see that M1*will
have analyticallyparameterizedbranchpointsat verticeswhere ki # 1. The
surfaceM; is the polar varietyof Mr.
With regard to the special surfacesconstructedabove we note that the
polar varietyof Zk,m is Zm,k (-Zk,m).
Remark 10.2. Gr = GI*.
.

11. Bipolar surfaces and Jacobi fields

C R4 be a minimalimmersion
and let A be its associated
SIS3
and
define :fR S5 C R6 by
as
R4-valued
each
Gauss map. We view
map
,4 =
/
A *. This mappingis again conformaland inducesa metricon fRof
Let A: R

the form

ds

2 =

(2

-

K)F I dz 12 = (2

-

K)ds2 .

Even if we allow the originalimmersionV to have branch points, this
immersioncan be shown to be non-singular. Moreover,a straightforward
computationusing (10.1) and (10.2) shows that

(11.1)
and thus

a88r= -(2 -K)YA
+

is a minimal immersion into SI. We shall call this surface the

bipolar surface.
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*
Hence the bipolar surface represents a non-singular
Evidently +
minimalimmersionassociated uniquely to each polar pair of generalized minimal surfaces in S3.
Let OR be any minimal surface in S3 and let ( be a unit normal vector
where the
field on DR. A Jacobi field on OR is a normal vector field J = wry
function p satisfies the equation Asp =-2(2
X)9. Here A represents the
laplacian of OR, and X denotes its Gauss curvature. The nullity of OR is
simply the dimension of the space of Jacobi fields which vanish on DR. (For
a discussion of Jacobi fields on minimal surfaces see [19].)
Note that in a fixed local coordinate z on fRthe equations forJacobi fields
on ('R) and **( R) have the same form, namely Dp =- (2 - K)F~p. From
(11.1) we see that each componentof + satisfies this equation. In fact we will
show that the components of + are just the Jacobi fields produced by infinitesimal rotations of S3.
A function q on a minimal surface in S3 is called a Killing-Jacobi field
if it represents the normal component of the restriction of a Killing fieldof S3
to the surface. Such fieldsforma vector space Kf whose dimensionv (3 < v < 6)
is called the Killing nullity of the surface. Compact surfaces with v = 3, 4
and 5 are classified in [10].
Killing fields on S3 come naturally from the Lie algebra Bo(4). If we
represent oo(4) as the skew-symmetric endomorphisms of R4, then we get a
surjective linear map L: Bo(4) Kf by setting
-+

(11.2)

L(S) = <S(*)g

*

fora minimal immersion 0,. This is because the Killing fields restricted to the
surface all have the formS(*) for some S E oo(4).
PROPOSITION11.1. The coordinatefunctionsof thebipolar minimal im-

mersion with respect to any orthonormalbasis of R6 are theimages under
(11.2) ofan orthonormalbasis ofBo(4).
PROOF. Let el, *. * , e4 be an orthonormal basis for R4 and let Sij be the
skew-symmetricendomorphismof R4 given by
(11.3)

Sij(v) = <ei, v>ej - <ej, v>ei

for 1 < i < j < 4. Observe that

L(Sij) = <Sij(V1),A*> = <e, A ep,* A A*>.
The proposition follows immediately.
It follows that the bipolar image of a minimal surface in S3 lies nonThe value of v can be determined from [10]. In particdegenerately in SI`.
=
6
ular 2(S2)
3, >(z1,1) 4, *2(Zm,k) = 5 for m > k > 1 and VJ($m,k) = V(72m,k)=
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for m

7

1 and k # 1. Hence we have

PROPOSITION 11.2. There exist non-singular minimal immersions of
every surface of negative Euler characteristic into S5 such that none of the
images lies in a geodesic S4. There is, moreover, a countablefamily of minimal immersions of the torus into S4 where none of the images lies in a
geodesic S3.

Dual to the immersion* is the minimal immersion1*+-(1/iF)aD A
/ +
which is isometric to A. *+ is the image of + under the *-isomorphismon
R6 = A2 R4. Since *+ also satisfies (11.1) we have that for any 2-vector a
aa<a, * >

(11.4)

-(2-K)F<a,*

>.

This gives
PROPOSITION11.3. Let T denote the field of oriented unit tangent planes
in R4 over a compact minimal surface 9OTin S3. Then for any 2-vectora we
have that

5

<T,a>w=O

where w is the volume from the bipolar metric. If in particular we have
<T, a> > 0 for some a # 0, then v(9IR) ? 5 and 9OTis totally geodesic or an
immersed torus.
PROOF. The firstpart follows from (11.4) and the divergence theorem.
For the second part note that <T, a> > 0 -<T, a>
0. This means that
0. Let el, *.. , e4 be an orthonormal basis for R4 and write
<+, * a>
*a = ,.<1 aijej A ej. Then 0 = <+, * a> = Y,<, aij<A /\
A*, ej A e;> =
aij<Sij(r), A*> = <S(r), A*> where S = Yaij Sij and Sij is given by
Ei<.
(11.3). Hence the Killing nullity v(9DT)is ?5, and the rest follows fromthe
classification in [10].
Note. The kernel of the endomorphism L in oo(4) is a subalgebra corresponding to the group of self-congruencesof 9OTin S1. The dimension of this
group is 6 -.
12. Intrinsic characterizations of minimal surfaces and
associated constant mean curvature surfaces
It was proved by Ricci [2] that sufficientconditions for a riemannian
metric ds2 = Edx2 + 2Fdxdy + Gdy2 to be realized locally on a surface of
constant mean curvature H in RK are that the Gauss curvature K satisfy
K < H2 and that the associated metric ds2 = VH - Kds2 be flat. Ricci's
observation generalizes to a relevant and interesting statement in this context.
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Let <t3(c) denote the simply-connected, 3-dimensional space form of
curvature c. This space can be viewed naturally as a submanifold of R4 as
follows.

(12.1)

R)3(C)=

{

*...
*,

x4)e R4: V1jc q(xl,

*..

,

x4) - 2x4 = O}

where
. .+

+

fxi

qc(x1, ***,x4)~=S2

+

..

+2

.

if c

X4

if C < 0

-24

and whereR4 is assumedto have the metricdc2

> O

q,(dxl,* , dX4).

THEOREM8. Let ds2be a C3 riemannian metric definedover a simplyconnectedsurfaceS and let H2 be any non-negativereal number. Suppose
that theGauss curvatureK of this metricsatisfies

(12.2)

K<H2

and furthermoresuppose that themetric
(12.3)

ds^2

=

-

VH2

Kds2

2wU-periis flat. Thenfor each constantc < H2 thereexists a differentiable,
odicfamily of isometricimmersions
O: S

ofconstantmean curvatureVH2

> DR3(C)
-

06E?

c. Moreover,up tocongruencesthemaps

represent (extensions of) all local, isometric, constant mean
*cVo; 0 ? 0 < wu
curvature immersions of S into T3(c).

If,furthermore,themetricds2was originally inducedbyan immersion
of constantmean curvatureH' into T3(c), thensettingH = V(H')2 + c we
have that
H2,

K<

(12.2')

themetric(12.3) is flat, and all theaboveconclusionshold.
Remark 12.1. If the hypothesis (12.2) is weakened to (12.2') for general
metrics, the above imbeddingtheorem does not hold. To see this consider the
metric ds2 = (1 + I Z 12a)2 I dz 12, defined over the complex plane, where a is a
non-integer >3. The curvature K of this metric is given by
K=

2a2 I z2
(1

+

IC-1

I z2 a)4

and together with H= 0 satisfies (12.2'). Moreover, away from the point
z = 0 the metric V-Kds2 = V 2 a I z 16-1a dz 12 is flat. However, the plane
with this metric cannot be (isometrically) minimally immersed into R3. This
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is seen as follows. Let f8ijbe the second fundamentalformof any such immersion. Then the functionf(z) = fl - ifi2 would be a well definedholomorphicfunctionin the plane satisfyingthe equation
If

12

--K(1

+

IZ2

a,)4-

=22

IZ2la-.

This is impossible.
PROOF OF THEOREM8. Assumethat S is notthe 2-sphere. By uniformi-

zationwe can assume that S is eitherthe unit disk or the plane and that the
metrichas the formds2= F(dx2 + dx2). The fact that the Gauss curvature
of ds2is identicallyzero meansthat
A log [(H2 - K)F2]

(12.4)

0.

Hence there exists a holomorphicfunctionf(x1 + ix2), determinedup to a
multiplicativeconstantetaand definedeverywhereon S, such that

.
(12.5)
If 12= F2(H2-K)
We now definea two-parameterfamilyof second fundamentalforms
'3j(0, c) on S by

Re {eif } + VHH2- cF

c) =
,811(O,
i922(0

C) =-Re

i912(0

c)

{e8f } + VH
Im {ei8f}

=

-=

-cF

f21(0, c)

Observethat foreach pair ofnumbers(0, c) (c < H2) theformsds2and ,8(0,c)
togethersatisfythe equations
(12.6)

(c - K)F2

=

'822-

11D22

1 < , j, k < 2
c) = Rik;j(0, C);
(12.7)
Rij;k(0,
where the semi-colondenotes covariant differentiation
with respect to the
designatedcoordinatevectorfield. (The firstequation is obvious; the second
computation.)
followsfroma straightforward
Equations (12.6) and (12.7) are respectivelythe Gauss curvatureand
Mainardi-Codazziequations for the firstand secondfundamentalformson a
surfacein Dl3(c). These equations are well known to be the integrability
conditionsnecessaryand sufficient
for findingthese formson a surface in
9h3(c).

Moreover by using the model (12.1) of RI3(c) it is possible to write

down, as in [12,p. 192], a firstorder,linear systemof ordinarydifferential
equations
(12.8)

X'(t) = A(0, q, t)X(t)

(where the matrixA is class C-) which govern the imbeddingof the curve
{teis e S: t e R} of S into RI3(c)C R4. From this picture the smooth dependence
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on

a

is clear.

The uniquenessof the immersionsis clear. Moreover,from(12.4) and
(12.6-7) we can see that forfixedc thereis onlyone numberH' such that ds2
can be found on a surface of constant mean curvature H' in DR3(c).

The case whereS is homeomorphic
to the sphereS2 is easy. Equation
(12.4) gives rise to a differentialform f(z)dz2 (f as above) which is holomor-

phic in the conformalstructureof the surface. This formmustvanish,and
thus by (12.5) we have K -H2 contraryto assumption.
For each c < H2 there is a standard immersion of S2 into 't3(c) with
is, moreover,unique.
constantmeancurvatureVH2 - c [12]. This immersion
In fact,any conformalimmersion
of S2, consideredas a Riemannsurface,into
'f3(c) with constant mean curvature H =v H2 - c induces a second fundamental form,Csuch that the associated form ot = (,, - HCF - ifS2)dz2 (where
du2= Fdz2 is the induced metric) is holomorphicon S2. Hence c) = 0,, = H~ds2
and K -H2; and the immersionis standard.

For the second part of the theoremwe assume that ds2 was inherited
withconstantmeancurvatureVH2 - c0.
froman immersionrofS intoDR3(c0)
By the previousremarkswe onlyneedto worrywhenS 0 S2. Choosethe disk
or the plane as global isothermalparametersforS and definea functionf in
these coordinatesby f =
,- VH2 - cF - iSC12whereF3ij and fij are the
firstand secondfundamentalformsof the immersion*. We can nowproceed
exactly as above to constructthe familyof immersions*,,a. This completes
the proof.
Let Mr be a minimalsurface in S3 constructedby the methodsof ? 4.
LiftthemetricofMr to theuniversalcoveringsurfaceUrofMr. By Theorem8
thereexists foreach c < 1 a one-parameter
family*,,a of complete,isometric
of Ur into 'Y3(c).
constantmean curvatureimmersions
of Mr will forcea high degree of
It shouldbe clear that the symmetry
of Ur. In particularlet ORlr c Ur be a domain
into the immersions
symmetry
mapped one-to-oneonto ORr CMr by the covering map. Suppose that OR

C Ur

is similarlymapped onto a domainOR which is the image of DRr underan
of Mr. Then there is an isometryof
orientationpreservingself-congruence
Tt3(c)

which takes

,

onto

C

and this isometry represents a

This fact followsfromthe existence
congruenceof the whole immersionf
and uniquenesstheoremsdiscussedabove. Hence, we have
PROPOSITION12.2. Let 9 be the group of orientation-preserving isometries of Mr which extend to congruences in S3. Let 9 be the extension of
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9 to isometries of Ur by the deck transformations of the covering. Then each
element of 9 extends to a congruence of each immersion *,,
That is, there
exists for each (c, 0) a representation of 9 in Isom ((m 3(c)) which makes r
9-equivariant.

Remark 12.3. Two interestingdirectionsof inquirythat now arise are:
(1) Whichoftheimmersions
*c,,: U,-,JR3(c) factorto a compactsurface?
(2) Whatare the propertiesofthe completesurfaces*0,, Ur) of constant
mean curvaturein R3 whenMr =
k Zm,k or Ylm,k?
The followingeasilyprovedfactsshouldbe usefulforsuch considerations.
Let r: Ur , Mr be the covering map.
(a) If y is a great circleofS3 whichlies onMr, thenA w-'(z)) is a curve
of constant curvature 1 - c in (x3(C).

(b) If Mr is invariantunderreflection
across a geodesic2-sphereS in SI
and if y = Mr n s, thenforeach component-y/ofw-'(y),we have that ACO('Yo)
lies in a totallygeodesic hypersurfaceSa of (x3(c) and the immersion*,,ois
invariantundergeodesicreflection
across Sa.
Note. A simple example of the above phenomenais providedby the
J w) e C2: I z 12= 1 and I w 12=
Cliffordtorus, zll. For 0 < c < 1,
z>) = {(z,
(1/c2)- 1} cS3(1/c). When c = 0, +%0(z l) = the right circular cylinderof
radius 1 = {(z, w) e C2:Iz I2= 1 and Im (w) = 0}c R3. When c < 0,
ACO(z',l) = {(z, w) e C2: I z 12= 1 and Re (w2) =-(1/c2)
cR3(c) = {(z, w) e C2 z I2 + Re (w2) =-(1/c2)

-

1}

and Im (w) > 0} e

Thus as c progressesdown,the torusunfoldsto a cylinderin R3 and thenbecomesa geodesiccylinderin hyperbolicspace.
13. Conjugate surfaces and dual reflection principles
Using Theorem 8 we can generalize that concept of an associate surface

whichis definedforminimalsurfacesin R3.
Let *: R DR3(c) be a surfaceof constantmeancurvaturein 9R3(c). Lift
f to the universalcoveringsurfacea of R and denoteby fo: a
DR3(c) the
immersionkoa given by Theorem8. The surfacesAs, 0< 0 < w, are defined
-

-

to be the associate surfaces of *, and the surface +/2

is called the conjugate

surface of *. Note that in generalthe surfacesAs , are definedonlyto within
isometriesof ZR3(c). In this sense *,,a is w-periodic
in 0, and the conjugate of
a conjugate surface is just the originalsurface. For minimalsurfacesin R3
the above definition
agrees with the usual one. In the other cases the relathe
tionshipamong
associate surfacesis not as beautifullysimpleas in the
classical case. However, when the mean curvatureis zero there is still an
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interestingand usefulreflection
dualityforconjugate surfaces.
Let *: OR--n R3(c) be a surfacein 9R3(c) and let y c R be any curve. Then
Y is called an arc of linear reflectionforthe surfaceif * I Y is a geodesic
arc in WZf(c)
and if *(R) is invariantundergeodesicreflection
acrossthat arc.
If, on the other hand, +(y) lies in a totallygeodesichypersurface
S of t3(c)
and if *(R) is invariantundergeodesicreflection
across S, then + I y is called
an arc ofplanar reflectionforthe surface.
PROPOSITION13.1. Let f and A* be conjugate minimal surfaces in 9X3(c)
and let y be a curve on the parameter surface R. Then * I y is an arc of
linear reflection if and only if f* 1y is an arc of planar reflection.
PROOF. Suppose c > 0. By making a suitable normalization,we may

assume that c = 1. Then by Proposition3.1 it is sufficient
to showthe following: * I Y is a great circle of S3 if and onlyif A* 1y is a curve of orthogonal
intersectionof the surfacewitha great 2-sphere.
Consider f and A* as R'-valued functionswith
=
1. For a
=
local coordinatez xl + ix2on R the metrichas the formds2 = F I dz 12, and
we set a = a/lx, log F and b =

a/8X2

satisfythe systemof equations
=11

-

-

=-a*r,,

*22

(13.1)

a

log F.

=12

b+,l

F

=)2

1=a*,2)

by,, + ary - F*
+ b,2 - a -F

+ a*,2

--(acy,,+

Under these circumstances * will

?

+

no7?
1h2)

F

where C = (1/F)ikA ,, A *12 and where(a - if)dz2 is a holomorphicform
on UR.Moreover,A* will satisfythe same systemofequationswitha replaced
by -,9 and with,Creplacedby a. We denotethis systemby (13.1*).
By conformalizing
the metricon a half-neighborhood
and reflectingwe
can assume that y is given locallyby x2= 0. Let >(xl) = f(x,,0) and >*(xl) =
**(x,, 0). From(13.1) and the fundamentaltheoremforspace curves,we see
that v is a great circle of S3 if and only if

(13.2)

b(x,, 0) = a(x,, 0) = 0 .

Similarlyv*is an arc of planar reflection
if and onlyif *,2*(XI, 0) has constant
direction,i.e., the unit vector(1/VF)*,*(x,, 0) is constant. From(13.1*) and
the fundamentaltheoremfor curves we see that this happensif and onlyif
(13.2) holds,and the theoremforc > 0 follows.
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Proofsforthe cases wherec < 0 are entirelyanalogous.
Remark 13.2. For conjugate minimalsurfacesin R3,normalizedso that
thecorresponding
componentfunctionsare conjugateharmonics,one can show
that the line of (linear)reflection
invarianceon one surface is normalto the
corresponding
plane of invarianceon the conjugate surface. Hence thereis a
tight relationshipbetween the groupsof reflectionsymmetries
on conjugate
surfacesin R3. The lattice groups of the classical Schwartz surfacesare a
good exampleof this phenomenon.
Remark 13.3. By Proposition13.1 the conjugate surfaceof a ruledsurface (cf. ? 7) is a "surfaceofrotation"i.e. it is invariantunderthe map (z, w) 4
(ei0z, w) for all 8. Furthermore,by Remark 12.3b each of the immersions

C

associated to a ruledsurfacehas a similarinvariance. When c = 0 we obtain
the classical constantmean curvaturesurfacesof rotationin R3.
14. Imbedded, periodic, constant mean curvature surfaces

Using theabove observationsit is possibleto constructcomplete,constant
mean curvaturesurfacesin a highlycontrolledway. Begin with a polygonr
and the surface Or as in ? 4. Let OR* be the conjugate surface. By Proposition 13.1, OR* is a minimal surface bounded by a geodesic polyhedron r*
with its boundarymeetingthe faces of r* orthogonally.By Remark 12.3b
each surface
for c < 1 lies similarly in a geodesic polyhedron
r*c ZR3(C). In each case a complete surface is generated by reflectionsacross
the faces of the polyhedron.
c

Hence to understand the structure of

Ic,,ri2(Ur)

it is useful to study rF,.

We beginwithsomeelementaryobservations.
Let F have verticesvi, ..., v, and edges y1,..., 'an.
(a) F* has exactlyn faces w1,..*, w, whereeach wi containsAci >/2(Y)
(b) The face r._1meetsthe face rj at an angle equal to the angle of r
at v;, namelyw/(k,+ 1).
(c) Every orientationpreservingself-congruence
of Mr induces an orientationpreservingself-congruence
of *ct12( Ur).
These observationsare not enoughto determineIF*completely.For this
we need to calculate the angle formedby the pair of "lines" r-1 flnj and
ir n zj+i in each "plane" Wj.
For these calculationswe restrictourselvesto the case c = 0 and prove
someusefulfacts. Let y = y, forsomej.
LEMMA 14.1. Let s denote arc length along y and let /3 = <(da/ds), e2>
where r7 is the unit normal to Or along y and where e2 is the unit tangent
vector perpendicular to ^ and interior to Mr. Let (as) be the plane curve
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r/2

1

lying on

rF*

Rc . Then
C
9'(s) = (cos B(s), sin B(s))

(14.1)
where

(14.2)

B(s) = s-

S(t)dt .

Chooselocal isothermalcoordinates(xl,x2)forM, so that y corto
responds x2= 0. The immersion* then satisfies(13.1) where b(x,,0)=
a(x,, 0) = 0. Hence the R3-valuedmap T = *0,/2 satisfiesthe system
PROOF.

P,11 = aT,1
P 22
T112

(14.3)

=-aP,1
= bT,1

H,, =

bP,2

-

(F

+

+ bT,2 +
+ aT,2

-!((F

aH

+

fS)P,1 +

-

F

f)H
(F + f)H

+ (F +

H,2 =-I(aP,1
F

-

a,2)
NY)
,2)

whereH = (1/F)TP1 A TP2. Restrictingtheseequationsto x2= 0 and reparameterizingby s we see that
(a) (d/ds)T,2(s,0) 0-.
(b) cp(s)(=T(s, 0)) lies in the plane r,2(S,0)' and has normalvectorfield
=
H(s, 0).
v(s)
(c) (' and v satisfythe equations
9"if= (1

(14.4)
where,8 =

' =

V

-

-(1-

)

(1/F)9.

The resultis now straightforward.
ConsiderY)as an R4-valuedunit vector. Then by (13.1) we see that

dxi
-

ds

f3e2

and therefore
(14.5)

dxi

ds

Observe that as * traces a great circleon S', the Gauss map Y)also traces a

great circle on S'.
gral

LEMMA 14.2. For an interval (a, b) over which 3 is never zero the inte-
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X 3(s)ds
is just the distance on S3 from r((a, 0) to rY(b,0), i.e., the distance between the
corresponding points on the polar surface. Furthermore, / = 0 only at the
isolated zeros of the holomorphicform co, i.e., where K = 1.
PROOF. The firstpart followsfrom(14.5); the second fromthe observa-

tion that since a(s, 0) = 0, 3= 0 if and onlyif the secondfundamentalform
vanishes.
Supposethat K # 1 in the interiorof 3j. We denoteby y the polarimage

of -y6,and by y* the curve *o, 21ywhich
lies on 7r. For each j we set e, =
/
fZ n zj,? where, by convention, wn
w, Then the normal to yt in wj, which

is thenormalto the surface,is parallel to ej-, at one end of y- and parallel to
e, at the other. Hence the angle betweenej, and ej is simplythe change in
directionof the normalto yj as it crossesthe face wr. This, combinedwith
the lemmasabove, gives
PROPOSITION14.3. The angle between the successive edges ej-1 and ej on

r* is equal to

length(7j) + length(y*).
Considerthe polygonImFkdefinedin ? 6. In this section it was shown
m lk

or

(a)

(b)

in, k

or
(double line)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.
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1 only at the vertices of Fm,k* It is clear from inspection that for

each edge y of r we have length(') = length('y*)= w/2.
(Fm k)*c R3consists
Hence,byProposition14.3, the associatedpolyhedron
of four planes which intersectin mutuallyparallel lines at the successive
angles r/(m+ 1), r/(k+ 1), r/(m+ 1), r/(k+ 1). Observe now that a rotationof ORtrmk by wabout its centerlineofsymmetry
is an orientationpreserving congruence. Hence, there is a rotationby w in euclidean space which
leaves *%,/I2(9Rpm k) invariantand interchangesoppositevertices.
Hencea perpendicular
cross-section
of(Fm,k)0* must be as showninFigure7.
Our finalobservationis that j9 changessign as we pass fromone edge of
mFrk

Figure 8.

MINIMAL SURFACES
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to the next. Hence, the change in the normal across thefaces of rm,k is

successivelyw,0, w,0. It followsthat onlyconfigurations
of type(b) in Figure 7 are allowed.
A sketchof a*,kO,(/2DRm k) is given in Figure 8.
Observethat when m = k = 1 we have a rightcircularcylinder,and in
generalwhenm = k we get a completesurfacewhichlies betweentwo planes
domainwhichresemblesthesurfaceofan (m + 1)-spoked
and has a fundamental
wagon wheel withoutthe rim. For m = k = 2 or 3 the surface is imbedded
and appears from"above" as shownin Figure 9.

)00K)

7n,- k2

mk =3

Figure-9.

Let Ummbe the universal riemanniancoveringof
= S2. Then we have

-0,0

$mms

and recall that
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THEOREM 9. The surfaces fori2(Umm)
for m = 0, 1, 2, 3 are complete,
imbedded surfaces of constant mean curvature 1 in R3 which lie between two
parallel planes.
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